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0. 
Rational sequences are encountered when regular and stochastic 
languages dnd when considering rowths of n this paper positive 
rational sequences are the object of study. We shall see that a well-known theorem 
of Eerstel which gives a necessary condition for positiveness is also essentially 
sufficient. Our characterization makes it possible to answer some problems 
appearing in EileGerg [3] and to decide the -rationality of a -rational sequence. 
ries 
Let A be a subring of (we denoxe the Geld of real numbers with 
the ring 9 integers with and the semiring of natvIral 
((x)) be the ring of formal power series f = C f,x “, where 
fine the quasi-inverse f + of to be the series f + f” + . . . . 
We say that a series of A ((x)) is A -rational if it can e fbrine~ of polynomials of 
A ((x)) by applying the operations um, product and quasi-inversion finitely man! 
times. If the initial polynomials have their coefficients 
obtain an A +-rational series. A sequence (r” ) is called 
ecause f = (I- f)f+ 
ere t 
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The reader unfa.miliar with the following facts may consult e.g. 
s, (1) If r and s are A -rational ( +-rational) series the 
s,,x n is A-rational (A+-rational), too. 
(2) If A; is a subfield of Aa and r is an 2-ratioaaZ series of 1((x)) then r is 
AI- rational. 
(3) If r is a Q-rational serks Of C(x)) then r is -rational. 
i-rational then the poles o,f its generating function having 
minimal modulus iif there are any) are of the form p[ where p > 0 and 5 is a root of 
lunlity. 
This thecyi\-em i plies that if the series r is +-rational then there are numbers m 
and p such that each of the sequences ( !?) = (Vm-+.j+np ) (j = 0, . . ., p - 1) 
where a! 2 0, QI! > max 1 ai I, F’ and the Pi’s are polynomials and P# 0. 
Let K be a wbfield of and let (r”) be a #-rational sequence satisfying 
the following two conditions : 
(n)cuY (a, > max lai I, P and pi’s are polyno 
for large values of n. 
I’hen (rR) is a +-rational sequence. 
m 
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81 (Mb 1, g\“)+ gs”‘> 1 9 . . .) g1 @%- . . . + g’k”‘> 1. 
ext we consider 3 seq ence (t,) = (s,,+~ M) where h is large and de 
y1= gbl”‘-- 1, . . ., yk =& ‘“‘+...+g(kM)--l 9 
xl = tn -- g(l”)t,_.l - . . . - 
-- &,--I) -- Y&-l - tn -2) - l . n - y&-&-k+, - fn-k : - Y&tn-&. 
We obstxve t at if IZ > 1k then 
T” = (t, - s,-,) - y&n-, - tn-2) - . 9 l - yk (In 4 - h-k-1) - * l l - yk(t, - to)- y&t& 
and if n > 21s then 
rl = (tn - h-d - yl(tn-1 - k-2) - = l l - yk (h-k - h-k-l) - . . . - yk (t&+* - t&j - pY&. 
These formulas irnmediately imply that 
c T,x” =(l-y,~-...-~&xk -y&XL+--...) (tn - t,-;)x” - y&t& c x” -p(x), 
n>k nrk n >2k 
where p is a rlolynomial with coefficients in ence 
n>k 
If now h = 0 then C Tnx * = 0 and the series 
tn - t*-1)X n 
is seen to be +-rational. But then the series 
l>Othenthes 
in place of I and so we 
M-l 
n := -I- 
n 
9 
j=o 
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The above proof is greatly inspired b the constructions of uohonen in [Gl. 
ad t a series of K+((x)) which satisfies 
Here we may procede as at the end of the proof of our theorem. 
+-rational series of +-rational. 
This follows from Corollary 1. 
Let (r,, ) be a -rational sequence which satisfies condition (B) and 
whose terms are non-negative. Then it is an -rational sequence. 
ere we need Corollary 1 and a theolem of Fliess [4]. 
arsd (c,, ) 
.A 
is an 
ssume that (a,, ) and Ib ) n, 
integer sequence. If Q, =: 
are -rational sequences, b,, 
bnc,, then the sequence ( CJ 
> 
is 
0 for every n 
l&a tional. 
erstel [l] that the sequence (c,,) is -rational. Since (a,) and (b,) 
n) must satisfy it and so Corollary 3 is applicable. 
-rational sequences PDOL growth sequences are of special 
ier paper [7] have shown that it is possible to decide when an 
e ‘is a DOL sequence. We also observed that the property of a 
sequence (rN) being ;a PDOL sequence depends on the -rationality of the sequence 
( r ml+f - r& ence the following corollary gives as a oduct a decision procedure 
for PDOL property. 
is pssk5k to decide a -ratiolta/ seque -rational. 
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(2) r, 2 0 for every II. 
t first we describe some general decision methods. 
[[xl] it is possible to form a pclynomial q. 
whose zeroes a rences of the zeroes of ql.. . qk. 
that if & and & are zeroes of qi ‘s then either 
= qi/g.c.d.(qi, 4:) have t e same zeroes but the zeroes 
ay compare the real zero of the qi’~ by examining the 
signs of the numbers 
y comparing the real zeroes of a polynomial 4 E [[xl] and its derivatives it is 
possible to determine the multiplicities of the real zeroes of 4. 
Iurther, we can form a polynomial hose zeroes are the square roots of the 
pairwise proda,,4 0 f the zeroes of 4. examining the real zeroes of this new 
polyntimial we obtain knowledge of the moduli of the zeroes of q. 
be clear that the above methods enable us to c eck the validity of 
condition (1). 
In the presence of condition (1) we have 
rrl = P,(nh,” + P&l)a: (a~>O,a0WllaX(ai 1) 
i>O 
for large values of n and this makes it possible to decide the validity of (2) as 
fol:ows: 
By examining the sign of the generating function as x --) l/cro-,we see the sign of 
the leading coefficient cr of Poe 0f course this sign must be plus for (2) to hold. 
Assume that this is the case. hen we start by determining rational numbers a and 
b such that (Y@ >a > b > max lai I. Next we divide the denominator of -he 
generating function into prime factors by using the method of undetermined 
coefficients. These factors show us the multiplicities of the poles. If mi is the 
multiplicity of oi then the generating function F has the partial fraction summands 
where 
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